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On Hironaka's Monoideal
By

Tohsuke URABE*
§ Oe Introduction
The aim of this article is to verify a fundamental property of what
we call "generic monoideal" associated with a defining ideal of an algebraic scheme.
To be precise, let X be an algebraic subscheme of a regular algebraic
scheme Z.

Let 7} be a point of X, let L be the local ring of Z and let

K be the residue field of L, i.e., K—L/M with the maximal ideal M of
L. We denote by / the ideal of the tangent cone of X at 7] in the
graded algebra gr^f(LJ).

If we pick a regular system of parameters of

L, we obtain a presentation

with the induced parameters z = (zly •••,£„) (indeterminates over K where
n is the dimension of L) . The ideal / in K[z]

is then homogeneous.

We extract certain exponents (by means of the lexicographical order in
ZJ) from the polynomial expressions of elements of I.
and definition 1. 1.)

(cf. Notation

Those exponents form a monoideal in the additive

semi-group Z?, denoted by E(z\ I) .

For almost all (or non-special)

choice of z9 we obtain E(I}=E (2;!)

independent of z.

what we call the generic monoideal of I.

Hironaka

[l],p. 79) claimed without proof that this E(I)

This £(/)

is

(Remark 5. 4 of

is monotonous. Assum-

ing this, he verified the existence of the local distinguished presentation
([l],p. 83), which plays an important role in the resolution of singularities of "algebraic spaces" in the sense of Artin and Knudson.
The theorem (Th. 2. 2) we prove in this article is that the generic
jE(J) has a much stronger property than just being monotonous. As a
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matter of fact, by examining the stronger property ("strongly monotonous", Def. 2. 1) we see clearly how the characteristic of K affects such
a property. From our theorem, we can deduce not only what Hironaka
wanted but also a complete (and simple) characterization of £(/) in the
case of char = 0 and n = 2, just as expected by Horikawa. We do not yet
have any complete (and hopefully simple) characterization of those monoideals that are realized as E(I). Clearly E(I) has more complicated
structure in the case of 7i^>3 and hence should represent some interesting
invariants of the ideal 7.
Supplement to Introduction, by Heisuke Hironaka

I would like to add to the introduction, some comments that might
help the readers to better understand the motivation of Mr. Urabe's work.
Recently I found that my proof of the monotonous property of E(I) was
incomplete and not easy to modify for completion. Thus the claim of
Remark 5. 4 of [1] has been left unproved until this work of Mr. Urabe.
This contains some ingenious calculative technique which is interesting
by itself and should be useful for further characterization of the structure
of 2£(7) in general.
§ 1.

Preliminaries

Notation and definition 1. I. We fix a field K with the characteistic chK=p, let Z0 denote the additive semi-group of non-negative integers, and let z always denote n variables z= (zl9 • • • , £ n ) >

anc

^ f°r -^

1=1

In the set ZQ the lexicographical order ^> is defined as follows:

there exists an integer k such that ai = bi for i
and ak^>bk, where 1<^&<X
Every non-zero element F^K[z~\ can be written as F=^A^ZnFAzA
with FA^K, where FA = 0 for all but a finite number of A's. We define

lex, (20
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where max means the maximum element in the lexicographical order.
We say a subset E in Z" is a monoideol if

Now for a homogeneous ideal / in ^T[-]

we define

E (=;/) = {lex, (F)|0=£Fe 7}
which is a mo no ideal in Zjl and we shall sometimes denote it simply by

£(=).
This E(z; 7) depends on the coordinate system but we can define a
similar notion which is independent of the choice of the coordinate system.
Let R be a domain containing K such that R and K\_z] are algebraically independent over K, and let u= (ufj)
entries in R and with det (wy) =^=0.

be an nX ^-matrix with

We define
71

^v= (wl9 • • - , w77) =zu<&zi= Y] UfjiVj,
1=1
we can easily check zuu' = (z") u\

l<Iz<^ .

Then for w = zu, wl9 • • • , wn are indeter-

minates over R and Mre can regard .R[ze;] as a ^[2] -algebra.

When u

is invertible, we note that 7^[w] =jf?[2:].

Lemma 1. 2. If Uy (1<X j^n)
[c], then for every (J,r

Proof.

are algebraically independent over

Let J^r be a domain containing .R such that R'

and -K[V]

are also algebraically independent over K, and let Q, Q' be respectively
the quotient field of R, R' .

Then it is easy to see that

Therefore we may assume R = K(u).
We set

(1.2.1)

«x = ^r

(1.2.2)

w = z11
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w' = ztt'.

(1.2.3)

Then there exists a ^-algebra isomorphism from K[u~] to K[ti''} which
maps u to 11 . This isomorphism extends to an automorphism of R over
K which maps u to u' and moreover to an automorphism of R[_z] which
fixes every zjm By (1. 2. 2) and (1. 2. 3) this isomorphism maps twj to
iv j for every j. We can consequently have an isomorphism 0, from .R[w]
to R\_iv'~\ over K[z^ which maps w to zc/. Of course, F^ IR[xv\ if and
only if F*^IR[zv'~\ and lexw (F) = lexro. (F0) , which deduces the desired
result.
q.e.d.
This Lemma 1.2 and the above proof show that JE(c u ; I/?[^tt]) is
independent of not only the choice of z, the generators of K[z\, but
also the domain R which contains u, and enable us to define

if utj(L^t9j^n) are algebraically independent over K[z}. Following the
lecture by H. Hironaka at Kyoto University, we call this E(I) the generic monoideal associated with the homogeneous ideal I in J^T[V].
Remark 1. 3. The aim of this article is to prove a characteristic
property of this E(I) and to complete the proof of the existence of the
local distinguished presentation by Hironaka in [1].
§ 2.

A Characteristic Property of E(I}

The objective of this section is to prove the following Theorem 2. 2
which, in particular, implies that E(I) is monotonous in the sense of
Hironaka. Although this monotonous property was claimed (without any
proof) in Remark 5. 4 of [1] , it was later pointed out by Hironaka
himself that his original proof "was incomplete and no complete proof was yet
found. Thus this work justifies Hironaka's claim and fills the gap in [1].
Definition 2. 1. We say monoideal E in ZJ1 is strongly monotonous
with respect to p for a non-negative integer />, if E has the following
property:
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1<><O<^/ ,

and f , s ^ 0 (mod/?) for an integer 0</2<<2 S , then

Here tfi^tf* (i=fcr,s), a'r=ar + h, as=as~h and ( j denotes the
binomial coefficient.
Hironaka defines E to be monotonous if the same property holds for
5 = r + l and h = as. Obviously, a strongly monotonous E is monotonous.
Theorem 2.2. For every homogeneous ideal I in K\_z\=K\_z^
• • - , £ „ ] , the generic monoideal E(I) is strongly monotonous -with
respect to chK.
The proof is devided into several lemmas. We first set some special
notations to be used in the proof.
Notation 2. 3.
n

7^^:

indeterminates over K and let zi =

3=($ij), 3'=(£ij): n X ;z-matrices with entries in Z0.
A= (al9 •• •,<£„), A' = (a(, • • • , # » ) » B= (bi, " m , b n ) , "' etc.: elements of Zf.
£7: the (z,j) -matrix unit, i.e., Eiy-= (eaft) with ea/9 = l for (a, ff) = (i, j)
and gtt/9 = 0 for the other (a', /9).
jE £ = (0, "-,0, 1, 0 , - " , 0 ) : the /-th unit vector.
i

= i *?,
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- , l^r s<n: a differentiation on K[ii\.
duir

D^ : a higher differentiation formally defined for a non-negative integer
h by
r)(/o _ 1 r\h
hi

J-^rs — —J-Srs •

To be precise, for 0&ir°"z4,r where 0 does not contain the variables ulr, • • • ,

This satisfies the Leibniz formula

w (« = i: D<» (0) D^
Lemma 20 4.
degree m,
(2.4.1)

For every homogeneous polynomial

F= 2

^

|4|=m

/[/ t(yc expand it as an element of K\_it\ [w],
(2.4.2)

F= ^ FAwA
\A\=m

(2.4.3)

Proof.
h

with FA<=K[u']

F^K\jz]

of
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wA

q.e.d.

In addition to these FA for AeZJ, we define FA = 0 for A^Zn\ZQn
Then,
Lemma 2. 5.
(2. 5. 1)

Drs (F^) - ^ Fx,

-where A' = A-Er

+ Es

^Moreover
(2. 5. 2)

Proof.

Z)^} (Fi4) =

FA,

zvhere A' = A- hEr

It is enough to prove the first formula.

The second formula

is easily deduced from the first one by induction on h in view of the
fact that K can be realized as homomorphic image of a domain of the
characteristic 0.

Here S' =

Note that \B\ = \S'\,

and

=

q.e.d.
Next lemma is a criterion for AeZ"
generic mono ideal E(I).
/— 0~=07m.

in order to belong to the

We decompose 7 into homogeneous parts, say

We fix an integer w2>0 and pick a basis of Im over K9 say
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F l9 • • • , F q , where q = dimKIm.

Let F= (Fl9 • • - , Fq).

Then we can regard

the equalities (2. 4. 1) , (2. 4. 2) , (2. 4. 3) , (2. 5. 1) and
equalities among vectors

Lemma 2. 6.
n
0

(2. 5. 2) as the

F= (Fl9 • • • , F q ) , F A = (FliA, • • • , Fq,A) , and C A

T/ie following t^vo conditions are equivalent for

A

with \A\=m.

(i) AGEW.
(2)

There exists HB^K\ii\

for every B^Z% with \B\=m and

B>A such that
HAFA =

S

\B\=m,B>A

Proof.

HBFB and HA^0 .

Set # = £:[>] and IR,{w]=@™=,Im-R,

with J = det (w^) .

Therefore £(/)„= {Be £(/) | |S| =w> - {lexw(G) |Ge J m -^}
Im-R={F.tH=

(F^H^w^H^^-^H^^R1}.

S
\S\=m

Hence (1) is equivalent to the condition that if FB-tH = 0 for every
5eZ£ with |S|=m and 5>A, then FA-tH = 0.
tary algebra that this condition is equivalent to

We know by elemen(2) .

Here tH denotes

the transpose of the vector H.

q.e.d.

Now the preparation is completed and we can proceed to prove the
main theorem.

Proof

of Theorem 2.2. Assume A&E(I), m=\A\.

— kET-\-kEs with l^r<O5jw for every JBeZj.
if

a h

' ^°

(modp)

Let Bk = B

It suffices to prove that

with p = chK and A= (al9 • • • , a, 9 • • - , a n ), then

By assumption and by Lemma 2. 6, there exists J/gGE^jjf] for every

l and

After operating D(M = D^

on both sides we get an equality
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Since Bk^>Ak^Ah if S)>A when 0<^<J/z, and since,

moreover,

h

'

\ h

by assumption, we can apply Lemma 2. 6 again and we deduce A
which concludes the proof.
Remark 2. 7.

q.e.d.

It was questioned by E. Horikawa whether every

E ( / ) m = { A e E J E ( / ) | | A | = w } can be written as E(T)m= {A^Zn,\ \A\
= m, A>AQ} for some AQ if E(/) m ^0 a
Theorem 2. 2 shows that when n = 2 and
E(I)

m

= { (m —j, j) |0^;<(? (m) } with <z ("0

This is nothing but what Horikawa expected.
But when n = 3 and chK = Q, consider /= (z?, zL ^i^z) •
have £ ( / ) 2 = { ( 2 , 0 , 0 ) , (1,1,0), (0, 2, 0)} £ (1, 0, 1).
;? = 2, consider 2=(z?,z§).
(0, .#>)}.
where /is

We then

If chK = p>0 and

Then it is easy to see that E(I)P= {(p, 0) ,

Moreover, we know in fact

that for I = IK[zl9 • • • , zn, z^^,

a homogeneous ideal in K[zl9 • • • , z^]9 we have
£(/)-£(/) X Z 0 .

Thus the answer to Horikawa's question is negative when chK^>0
or ;z^>3, where we exclude the trivial case n — \.
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